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Abst rac t - -A  spectral function of a symmetric matrix X is a function which depends only on the 
eigenvalues ofX, A1 (X) ~ A2 (X) ~ . - .  > An (X), and may be written as .f(A1 (X), A2(X) . . . . .  An (X)) 
for some symmetric function / .  In this paper, we assume that / is a C 1,1 function and discuss 
second-order directional derivatives of such a spectral function. We obtain an explicit expression 
of second-order directional derivative for the spectral function. ~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S ~ be the space of n x n real symmetric matrices endowed with the inner product (X, Y} = 
trace(XY) for any X, Y e S ~, [[X[[ is the Frobenius-norm of X. Let A(.) : 8 ~ --~ n'* be 
the eigenvalue function such that A(X) = (AI (X) , . . .  ,A,(X)) ,  where A~(X), i = 1 , . . . ,n ,  are 
eigenvalues of X ordered in a nonincreasing order, i.e., AI(X) >_ . . .  _> An(X). By {pn we denote 
the set of all n × n orthogonal matrices. A function f : ~ --* 7~ is symmetric on an open set 
f/c_ T~ ~ if f is invariant under coordinate permutation, i.e., 
f (x )  = f (Px) ,  for any permutation matrix P and any x • fL 
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A function F of a symmetric matrix argument is called a spectral function if it is orthogonally 
invariant: 
F (UrAU)  -- F(A), for all orthogonal matrices U and symmetric matrix A. 
Naturally, a spectral function can be denoted as a composition of a symmetric fuaction f(.) : 
T¢n --* R and the eigenvalue function ),(.) : S n --* 7~ n, i.e., 
F(X)  = ( f  o A)(X) : f(A(X)), X e ,$n. 
For more explanation leading to this definition, see [1] and [2]. 
The study of spectral functions has been of interest in recent years because of the following 
reasons. On one hand, the spectral functions play a very important role in quantum mechanics 
(see [3] and [4]). On the other hand, with developments in semidefinite programming, one now 
often encounters optimization problems involving spectral functions like log det(A), the largest 
eigenvalue of the matrix argument A, or the constraint that A must be positive definite and 
so on. Thus, spectral functions or functions of eigenvalues have become an inseparable part of 
optimization [5] and matrix analysis [6[. 
There are many cases where a property of the spectral function (f  o ~) is actually equivalent 
to the corresponding property of the underlying symmetric function f ,  for example, first-order 
and second-order differentiability [1,2], convexity [71, generalized first-order differentiability [1,8], 
and analyticity [9]. However, it follows from the punctured hyperbola example constructed by 
Lewis {1] that (fo),) may be not directionaUy differentiable if f is directionally differentiable only. 
In [10], a sufficient condition for directional differentiability of the derivative function V( f  o A) 
is obtained under the condition that the derivative function V f  is semidifferentiablc. Obviously, 
( f  o ,k) may be not second-order directionally differentiable if f is second-order directionally 
differentiable only. 
There have been some investigations of explicit expressions of the various kinds of first-order 
and second-order derivatives for some spectral functions. In [1] and [8], Lewis discussed three 
formulas computing the derivative, the Clark generalized gradient and the approximate (limiting 
Fr~chet) subdifferential for spectral functions, respectively. In [2], Lewis and Sendov obtained a
concise formula for computing the second-order derivative for twice differentiable spectral func- 
tions. In [11] and [12], Torki got explicit expressions computing the second-order pi-derivative 
for the sum of the m largest eigenvalues of a real symmetric matrix and computing three types 
of second-order directional derivatives for the mth large eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix under 
perturbations, respectively. 
There is a large class of functions in the literature which may be not twice differentiable but 
be once differentiable with locally Lipschitz gradients. These functions are called C 1,1 functions. 
Cominetti and Correa [13] and Yang and Jeyakumar [14] have investigated generalized second- 
order directional derivatives of C 1'1 functions. Motivated by the works in the papers [1,2,10,13,14], 
we naturally investigate second-order directional derivatives for spectral functions of C 11 in this 
paper. We derive an explicit expression of second-order directional derivative for ( f  o )~) when f 
is C 1'1 and its derivative function V f(.) is semidifferentiable. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some notation. In 
Section 3, we derive an explicit formula of socond-order directionally derivative for (f  o A). 
2. PREL IMINARY NOTATION 
Notation used in this paper are as follows. Vectors in ~ are viewed of columns and capital 
letters such as X, Y, etc. always denote matrices in 8". For X E ,~,  we denote by X O the 
(i,j)th entry of X. We use o to denote the Hadamard product between two matrices, i.e., 
X o Y --- [x i j r~ j ] in j __ l  . 
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Let the operator diag: 8'* --+ ~"  be defined by diag(X) = (Xn, . . . ,Xnn) ,  while for # = 
(P l , . . . , / ,~)T  e 7~ ~, diag(#~ . . . . .  ~)  denotes the diagonal matrix with its i th diagonal entry/~.  
Sometimes, we write diag(#) instead of diag(/,~,.. . ,  #,,). Let P denote the set of all permutation 
matrices in /C 'x ' .  We write Z = o(r) if [[Z[[/[r[ tends to zero as r --* 0. Let ~ '  denote the 
set of all vectors x in T¢ ~, such that xl __. x2 _ . . .  _> x , .  By the definition of the eigenvalue 
function A(.), A(X) • T¢~ for any X • 8% 
We introduce the following notation similar to that of Lewis and Sendov [2]. Whenever we 
denote by/z a vector in T¢~', we make the convention that  
/~1 . . . . .  #~, >#k~+l . . . . .  #k= >/at , ,+ l ' "#k . ,  k0----0, kr--n.  
Thus, r is the number of distinct entries. We define a corresponding partition 
I1 =: {1 ,2 , . . . ,k l} ,  I2 =: {&l + 1,&l +2, . - - ,&2},  --- ,  I~ = {&~-I + 1, . . . ,k~}, 
and call these sets blocks. We denote the standard basis in T¢ ~ by e 1, e2, . . . ,  e" and define 
corresponding matrices 
X~ = [e~' - '+ l , . . . ,ek ' ] ,  g l  = 1 , . . . , r .  
Consider the mapping G : TO'* --+ 7~ t. We say that  G is locally Lipchitz continuous at x E R." 
if there exist scalars ~ > 0 and ~ > 0, such that 
IIG(~)-C(z)ll<__~ll~-=ll, vy, zeT~:'satisfyinglly-=l]~ <di, I I=-=ll-a. 
We say G is directionally differentiable at x • 7~ ~ if 
G'(x;h) := lira G(x+rh) -G(x) ,  exists Yh • TO", 
r'x.O T 
and G is directionally differentiable if G is directionally differentiable at every x E 7~ ". We say 
that G is semidifferentiable at x • RT if the limit 
G (x + rh) - G(x) 
lira , exists Vh • T¢ ~, 
r'~O T 
£--,h 
and G is semidifferentiable if G is semidifferentiable at every x • 7~'*. It is easy to see that the 
limit (if it exists) equals G'(x, h). G is differentiable (in the Fr~chet sense) at x c 7~ ~ if there 
exists a linear mapping VG(x) : T¢" -+ T¢ t×~, such that 
G(x + h) - G(x) - VG(x) (h )  = o( l lh l l ) .  
We say that G is differentiable if G is differentiable at every x C TO'*. Notice the semidifferentia~ 
bility of G is weaker than differentiability and stronger than directional derivative. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let g : 6 "~ --+ 7~ be a C 1'I {traction. Then, the second-order directional 
derivative of g at X in the direction (17, U) • ~ × ~,  denoted by g"(X; V, U), is defined 
by 
g'(X; V, U) = FIn (Wg(X + rU), V t - IVg(X),  V} 
r \O  T 
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3. SECOND-ORDER D IRECT IONAL 
DERIVAT IVE  OF  SPECTRAL  FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we mainly use Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 of Lewis and Sendov [2] to derive an explicit 
expression of the second-order directional derivative of the spectral function (foA). The following 
result is Lemma 2.3 in [2]. 
LEMMA 3.1. For/~ E 7~, a symmetric matrix Z E 3"  and v ~ 0 we have 
((:-: ( :) A(d iag( /a )+vZ)m=#m+v A fC lZX l )  , . . . ,A  .~rmz)~r) +O(V). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that f is semidif[erentiable at # = )~(X) • 7~.  Then ( f  o A) is 
direetionally differentiab]e at X and 
(( ):) (1) 
PROOF. Let W be an orthogonal matrix which diagonalizes X in an ordered fashion, that is, 
X = W(diag(#))W:. 
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that 
/~(~-) = A(X + TH) = A (diag(#) + rWTHW) 
= ~ + : ~ 2:: W:  HW2:  ,...,X 2 [W:  HW2~ +o(~). 
Then, 
Thus, by Proposition 3.2(a) in [10], (f o A) is directionally differentiable at X, and formula (1) 
holds. | 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that f is C 1,1 and its derivative function V f(.) is semidifferentiable at 
# = A(X). Then, ( f  o A)/s second-order directionaUy differentiable at X .  Fhrthermore, let 
#t . . . . .  #k~ >#k~+l  . . . . .  #k2 :>#k~+i" '#k . ,  ko=O, k,.=n. 




U(r) ~ U, as r \ 0, 
(( ): 
(2) 
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where W is any or~hogonal matr/x such that X = W(diag(A(X)))W T, Y = wTyw,  Z = 
WTZW,  for t = 1, . . . ,  r and i , j  = kt-1 + 1, . . . ,  k,, 
HO = O, 
and for l = 1 , . . . ,  r, l ¢ t, i = kt-1 + 1 , . . . ,  kt, and j = kt-a + 1 . . . .  , kt, 
[I~j = \ J O-k,-,). . , 
where 
(U..~k, t ---- 1, r. V~ ~ x ~ J l i , j=kt - l - I - l '  ' "~  
PROOF. Take any X E S n. Suppose that # = A(X). Then, # e T~.  Let W be an orthogonaI 
matrix which diagonalizes X in an ordered fashion, that is, 
X = W(diag(u))W T.
From Lemma 2.5 in [10], there exists U(r) E 0 '~, r E TO, whose entries are power series in r 
convergent in a neighborhood of r = O, such that 
diag(/z) + ~'wTyw = U(r)  (diag (A (diag# + rwTyw)) )  U('r) T. 
Let 
and let 
= wTyw and 2 = wTzw7 
lim U(r) = U, 
r•o 
U(r) T (d iag(#)+ r ]  7") U(r) --- diag (A (diag(#) + TWXYW))  
= diag(ax (r) . . . . .  an(~-)). 
It follows from Theorem 1.1 in [11 that 
We also have 
V( f  o A)(X) = W(diag(V f(l~)))W T. 
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that 
(V ( f  o A)(X + ~'Y), Z t - fV ( f  o A)(X), Z t 
: 
• U(~')Tw T, Z )  
- (WUddag(Vf( t~))uTw , Z)  
(3) 
(4) 
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- (diag(V.f(,)), U T ZU) 
- (diag(Vf(#))), U T ZU> 
+ o(T) ,U(T)T2u(~) 
v(~) T 2u(~) - oT2v) .  
(4) (cont.) 
From the Lipschitzian property of V f, we have 
( /diag (V f  (p + v ( A T T 
ffi lim <diag(Vf(#)), U(r)T2U(r) - U T ZU} 
r'~,o T 
= lira (u (~)  ~(v l ( , ) )u (~)  T - v ~ag(VS(~))u T, 2} 
r \o "r 
(5) 
By (4), (5), and the semidifferentiability of Vf, we get 
lim (V(f o A)(X ÷ TY), Z) - <V(f o A)(X), Z> 
r',~o T 
v',,.,O "r 
+ llm (U(r) diag(Vf(~))U(T) T - U diag(Vf(p))U T, Z> 
. r \o  T 
= lira ,r'%o 7" 
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÷ llm (UO') diag(Vf(#))U(r)T -- U diag(Vf(#))U T, Z) 
( ( , T T I- 
+ lim (U(r )d iag(Vf(p))U(r )  T - U d iag(Vf (p) )U T, 2> 
r"~o "r 
Now we prove that the following limit: 
lira <U(v) diag(V fOz))U(r)  T - U dia, g(Vf(#))U T, 2> 
rx~o v 
exists. 
If r = 1, then we have 
(U0-) diag(Vf(#))U0-) T - Udiag(Vf (~) )uT ,2> = O, Vr, 
and 
nm (u(~) diag(V](,))U(~) t - u ~ag(v j ( , ) )u  T, 2 )  _- 0. 
rx~0 ~- 
If r > 1, it follows from (3) that 
(6) 
U(v) (diag(ch(v),. . . ,  a~0-)) = (diag(/~) ÷ r l  7) U0-), 
which implies for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, (ul,(~-)) ( ('l+~?ll)u1H~')+~?l:u2d~)+'"+~'?l"u"'(r) I ('0 
In terms of (7), we have that for t = 1 , . . . , r ,  l = 1 , . . . , r ,  l ~ t, m = k~-i + l , . . . , k~,  and 
i = kl-1 + 1 , . . . , kh  
~(~)  - ~ .  (s) 
Let 
P(T) = U(T) diag(Vf(~))U(T) T and Q = U diag(Vf(/z))U T. 
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It follows from (8) and Lemma 2.4(v) and (viii) in [2] that for t = 1 , . . . , r  and i , j  = k,-1 + 
1,. . . ,  kt, 
k, 
P~j(.) = ~ u,~(~)uj~(~l(Vf(Itl)~ + o(~), (9) 
m----k~-l+l 
and, for i = 1 , . . . , r  and l #t  and i = kt-1 + 1 , . . . , k t ,  j = kt - l+ l , . . . , k t ,  
kt k~ 
e,j(~) = ~ u,~(~)uj~(.)(vf(.))~ + ~ u,~(~lU~(~)(vl(Itl)~ + o(~) 
m:kt-~-[-1 rn:k~_~q-i 
~' a ~ t, u~(.) (v~(.))~ + ~-~) 
+ ~ ~'  )~ i~)=~,  m~k~-z+l 
By Lemma 3.1, l imr\ocrm(r)  = p~,  for m = k~-i + 1,. . . ,k~ and limr~,0am(T) = Its,, for 
m = kt-1 q- 1 . . . . .  kt. Then, 
lira (am(r)  - #k,) = Pkz - ttkt ~ O, for m = kl-1 + 1 , . . . ,  kt, (11) 
~-~0 
and 
lira (om(~) - ~k,) = ~k, - Itk~ # 0, for m = kt-1 + 1 , . . . ,  k~. (12) 
r'~0 
Indeed, for t = 1, . . .  ,r,  we have that for i , j  = k t -z  + 1 . . . . .  kt, 
he 
Q,~= ~ O,.~Ojm(vf(~))~, (13) 
m--ki-~+l 
and that for i = kt-1 + 1, . . .  ,kt, j E {1,2, . . .  ,n} \ h ,  
Q~j = 0. (14) 
Let 
H(T) = U(T) d iag(V f ( t t ) )U(T)  r - ~r(~.) diag(V/(it))0(~_)T 
T 
It  follows from (9)-(14) that the limit of the matr ix function H(T) exists at r = 0. Suppose that 
P = lira H(T). 
rN,0 
Then, fo r t= 1 , . . . , r  and i , j  = k t_ l+ l , . . . , ke ,  
/7,j = 0, (15) 
and it follows from Lemma 2.4([) in [2] that for I = 1 , . . . , r  and t ~ t and i = kt-1 + 1, . . . .  kt, 
j -- kl-1 + 1 , . . . ,  kt, we have 
k, ]~j. U. m ki 
m=ke-x+l I'Zk~ - -  DIe[ ra=kz-l+l Itkt - -  ~kt 
(16) 
, ,  (v :(It)),:, 
It/c, --/~k, 
Thus, by (6), (15), and (16), we get 
lim (V( f  o %)(X + rY) ,  Z) - {V(f  o ~)(X),  Z) 
~'N.O 7- 
i.e., f is second-order directionally differentiable and (2) holds. 
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Obviously, for any U ~ Cm satisfying that  there exist U(T) ~ 0 n, such that  
• + 
and 
U(r)  -+  ~', as r \ o, 
we can show that  (2) holds by using a similar proof. Thus, this completes the proof. II 
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